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Computer Aided Interpretation of Seismic Data 

Palle F. MILLER, Geophysical Company of ~orway A.S 

The development of new technolo(J1J for acquisition and processing 
of closely spaced seismic data~ the socalled 3D surveys~ have 
created the basis for a new and much more detailed evaluation and 
interpretation procedure. 

With the imense volumes of data acquired in 3D seismic surveys~ 
seismic data interpretation likewise requires powerful tools to 
relieve the interpreter of routine data handling. Today~ interactive 
computer graphic displays are the tools that free the interpreter 
to concentrate on the creative task at hand. 

The Geophysical Company of Norway (GECO) has developed a 
highly advanced interactive graphic computer system which can be 
used for analyzing and interpretation of large volumes of seismic 
data. . 
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The system features: modern. hardhlare for interactive (JoZour
graphics and real ~ime image processing; user friendly man~achine 
dialogue which is taylored to the seismic interpreters vocabularly; 
real time access to the full seismic database; real time access to 
the interpretation datqbase; options for real time image processing; 
and geological map generation and map modifications. 

The man-machine interface has been made very user friendly be 
using menudriven computer dialogue reflecting the seismic interpreters 
vqcabulary. Even an interpreter without any prior computer experience 
can use the system after a few hours of training. 

Any seismic section~ vertical 01' horizontal (time slices) 01' 

any composite of these can be retrieved from the seismic database and 
ove'l'l.ayedwith interprretation. The interpretation can be carried 
out by either an automatic horizon tracking or a manual tracking~ 
and the interpretation wil.l automatical.ly be stored in a taylor 
made interpretation database" and can be retrieved from that at any 
time. Any interpretation made on one section car. l.aterbe viewed on 
other section marked at the points of intersection. 

The seismic data dispZay can be altered by realtime image 
processing as e.g." 2D fil.tering" scaling" zooming" col.our-coding" etc. 

Data can aZso be fZattered to aid in structural and stratigraphic 
interpretations and a unique animation technique hel.ps the interpreter 
to a better understanding of the three-dimensional. structural 
deve l.opmen t. 

A col.qurcoded structural. map ~an be displ.ayed at any time 
during the interpretation of a horizon and in this way hel.p the 
interpreter .to decide the next step. 

When the Zast $eismic data is interpreted the interpretation 
database can be directl.y used as input to various automatic mapping 
procedures. 
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